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Comments: I hope that You do what you are expected to do and that is to preserve, conserve and Protect What

Wilderness Areas, Refuges We have left and also ensure that Our Public Parks-America's National Treasures

are kept intact as GOD created them!!!

We are now experiencing the consequences of our reckless, short-sighted actions of destructive, disruptive

actions when dealing with the Natural World, resources and the Wildlife that We share this planet with!

There are many threats that We are all facing and We have to NOW CHANGE drastically how we interact with

this Planet and the Animals we SHARE it with!

The pollution, clearcutting, development, encroachment, industrialization, our greed, selfishness, indifference has

lead to many serious issues We face-like Climate change, cancers, learning disorders, reproductive disorders,

neurological disorders, weakened immune systems, etc. 

In our pursuit of "progress", advancements, and control of the Natural World-We have managed to bring every

system We NEED to survive to a dangerous tipping point.

Scientists- that are also colleagues of Yours have been warning Us for decades of the catastrophic

consequences of burning fossil fuels-yet We continue to do so with TOO many denying the science and the

evidence ALL around Us.

Complacency, inaction, greed, control, power, money have done what any Christian knows they will do-bring

destruction, suffering and a questionable future.

It is NOW TIME to take radical action to help ensure that We have a Healthy, Balanced Planet-and YOUR part in

that is to PROTECT what is left from logging, mining, development, clear-cutting for ranchers and Animal

Agriculture, along with motorized recreation, etc!

I support Biden's policy of 30 x 30- protecting 30% by 2030./

I also support ENDING ALL trapping, trophy hunting and "killing contests" since this is one cause for Zoonotic

diseases spreading to Humans-Covid, Avian flu, E-Bola, MRSA, SARS, etc! Taking Wild Animals out of their

habitat and in close contact with Humans is exactly how virus's spread- 3 out of 4  virus's come from Animals and

also more diseases spread when Forests are cut down-as You know.

Forests provide fresh Air, habitat for that Wildlife-many of which are threatened and endangered-Thanks to Us-

Forests-as You know can sequester tons of toxic pollutants out of the atmosphere, provide important soil erosion

protection and flood control. They provide shade and are vital to the overall health of this Planet since they are

interconnected in a very complex, fragile system-as You know.

Please do Your UTMOST to make sure that what We have left remains as UNTOUCHED by ANY Human

projects as possible so that there IS a World that children now and any in the future can enjoy!

It is TIME to STOP taking and START allowing for this planet to HEAL and to REWILD, RESTORE it before

things get even worse!!!

Thank-you!

 


